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INTRODUCTION

The effective use of capacitor storages with store more than 1 MJ as
plasma load driver is possible to use devices of formation of a rapidly increasing
current pulses. To them plasma opening switches [1] concern. By use such
opening switches of current pulses in a microsecond range of powering duration
the drift of plasma to the load very strongly grows. It results in low density of a
switch current and to increase of installation dimensions [2]. The group of the
Phillips laboratory researchers used the plasma flow switch for switching
megaampere currents with high magnetic field magnitudes on installation
SHIVA-STAR [3]. The duration of a closed condition of the plasma flow switch
reaches 3-5 us.

During of the capacitor store discharge on PFD plasma shell it is
accelerated in the load. When PFD is moving with large speed about edge
central coaxial phase of sharp switching on the load comes. The authors
investigated the plasma flow switch of a current on facility PIRIT-2000 at
currents about 5 MA and powering duration about 1.5 us. Plasma erosion switch
with linear density of a current about 10 kA/cm was used earlier for the
formation of facility current.

1. PIRIT-2000 FACILITY
PIRIT-2000 [4] is a fast operating

capacitor bank having the capacitance
of 17 |iF and the output voltage up to
500 kV. It is comprised by 54 standard
capacitive modules of 40 kJ each,
connected by semi-rigid high voltage
cable KVI-500 introduced into the
vacuum chamber where the load is
embedded. Total energy stored in the
capacitive storage reaches 2 MJ. Fig. 1
shows the facility set-up. PIRIT-2000
consists of following functional systems:
initial module energy capacitive storage
1, high voltage cable line 2, vacuum
chamber with cable collector 3 and load
5. In the current experiments the load is
of the coaxial gun for PFD powering in

A.

Fig. 1. The Scheme of "PIRIT-2000'
Arrangement.

vacuum. PIRIT's initial capacitive store possesses the inductance of 15 nH and is
comprised by 54 modules being the pulsed voltage generators [5]. The module's
shock capacitance is 0.32 uF, inductance - 0.75 uH and the output voltage - up
to 500 kV. The cable collector feeds an energy vacuum into the vacuum volume
through the lower plane of the chamber. The collector is formed by the high
voltage vacuum termination of each KVI-500 cable. For the powering of plasma
guns generating PFD plasma, the bank of 8 uF, 100 kV is used.
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The internal diameter of the external tube of the PFD chamber is 20.6
cm and vacuum gap between the external and internal vessels is 3 cm. For
obtaining of the initial plasma PFD at the external tube, there are uniformly
installed 40 plasma guns. The track of the PFD acceleration was chosen to be 20
cm long from the plasma gun location. In this place there are located eight
copper blades short - circuiting the load electrodes. At the external tube of the
coaxial chamber there are deployed magnetic probes and optical sensors
registering the PFD light and magnetic field distribution both in time and along
the plasma acceleration track. Along one line there are installed from 4 to 8
magnetic field and optic sensors.
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Fig. 2. Schematic Design of Coaxial Plasma Chamber for
Powering of PFD.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DIAGNOSTIC

For studying magnetic field distribution, shell's velocity in the process of
PFD acceleration, its initial parameters we employed the following methods:
point magnetic probes; fiber - optical sensors with the multi - channel
registration system; Langmuir unitary probes; Faraday collimated cylinders for
ion plasma current registration; as well as sectioned Rogovsky coils.
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Fig. 3. Measurement Lay Out When Applying Optical Method.

Probes were situated in the holes in the external coaxial tube, protruding
6 mm inside the discharge gap of the coaxial chamber. To define the liner flying
velocity there was employed the method of measuring the time interval
between the light flashes. The experimental lay out was chosen based on the
assumption that during the current shell passing the light registrator, there
would be recorded a considerable increase of the radiation brightness in
comparison with the background. The measurement lay out is shown in Fig. 3.
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Concentration of plasma injected into the coaxial plasma chamber gap was
determined, using Langmuir probes. The value of plasma density at the cathode
made ne=6 10 15 cm"3 in 2.5 us after the injection.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In our experiments the PFD plasma is generated as a result of operation
of 40 plasma guns powered from a separate capacitor bank. The working
energy resource of the facility being equal to 1-2 MJ and voltage of the
capacitive storage being high, the load current rise period is provided to be not
less than 1.5 us. According to preliminary 1-D simulations, to provide for the
acceleration trace of 10-20 cm be covered for 1-1.5 us, the shell mass should be
in the range of 1-5 mg. The drawback of PFD plasma production, using plasma
guns, is the considerable initial thickness of the annular shell along the axis of
the coaxial chamber. It may reach 5-10 cm, depending on the delay between
the guns' battery operation and that of the capacitive storage of PIRIT-2000
facility. The facility configuration, allowed for obtaining in the load of the
maximum current of 5.8 MA during 1.5 us without plasma gun's operation.
Two-ten [is after the operation of plasma guns the capacitive storage of PIRIT-
2000 facility was initiated. At the time less than 2 us the formation of PFD was
not observed.

Main working pulses were
obtained when the delay was 4-6
us. In Fig. 4 there are shown the
signals of magnetic probes
installed on the track of PFD
plasma acceleration, as well as
those from the current sensors
situated at the disk line output
and upstream the plasma guns.
Signals of magnetic field sensors
showed that the current shell had
quite a considerable thickness.. It
makes 3 cm at distance 6 cm, 2
cm - for probe JNTQ 3, and is
reduced up to 1.5 cm - for probe
N° 4. The latter was positioned at
the distance of 12 cm from the
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Fig. 4. Disk Line Current Pulses and
Magnetic Field Probe's Signals.

place of plasma injection and registered the (0.1-0.9) rise time tr less than 100
ns. The distance between probes 3 and 4 was covered by the current shell for
200 ns, the corresponding average velocity being 20 cm/us. Though, the signals
of all the sensors showed a slow rise up to 0.1 U for the time (2-3)tr. This proves
that magnetic field penetrates quite far through plasma (for 5 and even 10 cm),
at least at the anode of the coaxial load.

In Fig. 5 there is given the photo of the glow of the light guides used for
determination of the movement velocity of the glowing PFD plasma current
layer. Generally, the picture registered allows to derive the velocity number.
This makes 20-30 cm/us at the distance between optical sensors 3 and 4,
though with the accuracy of about 50%. It was unexpected that the light pulse
rise time proved to be 2-5 times more than that of the appropriate magnetic
probe signal. Possibly, the glow is connected with either a deep penetrating
current channel carrying up to 10% of the circuit current for reflection of the
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Fig. 5. Signals of optical probes.

light radiation of the main current channel from plasma shell (in case of
"nontransparant" plasma).

Another unexpected behavior of the light pulses lies in the prolonged
glow of plasma after passing of the glowing shell. In this moment magnetic
probes show a full current transmission to the direction of the load (within the
limits of error probable), but the plasma glow remains. Magnetic field in the gap
between the coaxial chamber electrodes reaches 150 kOe at the maximum
current. This is enough to magnetize electrons. So, most probably, the glow is
caused by near wall plasma (both on the cathode and anode).

The experiments proved
that, varying the operation delay
in the range of 2-10 us, the PFD
load current rise time increases
up to 150-200 ns, if the delay is
more than 6 \is, the prepulse
increment being the most intense.
The same result was obtained
earlier, when researching plasma
opening switches [2]. Reduction of
the delay from 6 to 2 (as leads to
the less current in the coaxial

plasma chamber. Load current rise time does not change, but the prepulse
duration drops down up to the rise time.

CONCLUSION
In the experiments was used plasma flow discharge for formation of a

pulse of a current of installation PIRIT - 2000. PFD current amplitude reached
5 MA at the level of Marx generator's charging voltage of 70 kV. Load current
rise time reached 100 ns, the load being in all the experiments short-circuited
and situated at the distance of 20 cm from plasma guns. Magnetic field
magnitude of the plasma switch 150 kOe is achieved, that 15 times is higher,
than for plasma erosion switch [2]. In the experiments there were employed
two methods: magnetic probes positioned on the track of PFD propagation and
the optical method facilitating PFD light registration through the row of holes
in the external electrode of the coaxial working chamber. Data retrieved, using
magnetic probes helped to derive the PFD current shell propagation velocity
(up to 20±5 cm/us) at the distance of 12 cm on its way to the load. The optical
method facilitated determination of the velocity of the current shell glow front.
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